
INSTALLATION IS TO BE DONE BY 
REGISTERED ELECTRICIAN IN  

COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL STANDARDS

ELEMENT 62 

The Element 62 model is used for several different 
mounting types.  When ordering Element you 
will have chosen your mounting type and your 
luminaire(s) will be designed for that purpose.  

Make sure you refer to the specific installation 
guide for your luminaire installation type. 

An Element 62 wall mount luminaire will have a 1 metre power 
feed as standard.  The power cable will enter the fitting 185mm 
from the left side end (as standard).  Depending on the on-site 
power location this cable may need to be fed along the back side 
of luminaire to the nearest power location.

FIXING BRACKETS

1. Wall mount brackets attach to plates within the top 
suspension channel. The plates will come pre-fitted and are 
designed to slide along the top wall side channel to allow 
adjustment to suit wall studs.  Just loosen screws and use a 
screw driver to slide to desired location.

2. Decide location for clips based off wall stud / support 
locations.  Refer to maximum distances in FIG 1.1 below.

3. Using a level to ensure brackets are aligned, screw-fix wall 
mount brackets into wall studs with 2 × screws (not included). 

4. Align wall mount plate location to match bracket location & 
tighten the two side locking screws.  Remove the two central 
screws from the plates and keep on hand for step 6.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

5. While supporting luminaire, feed the power cable through 
desired power location hole & make any required electrical 
connections. 

MOUNTING

6. While supporting, align luminaire underneath the wall 
mounted clips and refit the central screws going through the 
top bracket holes into the plate. Tighten to secure. Repeat for 
all brackets before allowing them to take any weight.

7. For multiple modules see page 2, from step 8 for diffuser 
installation.

SUPPORT PROFILE UNTIL ALL CLIPS HAVE BEEN FITTED & TIGHTENED  (2 PEOPLE REQUIRED)

BRACKETS
Wall stud  
or support

Screw fix 
to wall

Unscrew 2 x central 
bracket plate screws & 

align to bracket

Refit 2 x central screws  going 
through bracket & tighten. 
Tighten plate side locking 
screws

Power cable

Power cable

PLATES

MOUNTING

WALL MOUNTED INSTALLATION

Power cable

POWER CABLE
185MM +/-10MM

POWER CABLE
185MM +/-10MM

For installing multiple modules read in conjunction with page 2.

FIG 1.1

Make electrical 
connection
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NOTE: TWO PEOPLE ARE 
REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION

MAX. 500MM MAX. 500MMMAX. 1400MMMAX. 1400MM

≥2000MM

MAX. 500MM MAX. 1400MM

<2000MM

MAX. 500MM



MODULE CONNECTION

For lengths up to 2540mm, we produce the luminaires 
from a single piece of aluminium. Lengths greater 
than or equal to 2680mm consist of several modules 
that can be easily connected on-site using joiners and 
pre-installed power connectors. 

This modular approach simplifies accessibility during 
installation & helps reduce freight costs.

LAYOUT PIECES

1. Luminaire modules can be connected while resting on the ground/flat surface OR one at the time while being mounted.   
For longer lengths Bright Light strongly recommend connecting modules one at a time and mounting each before adding the next. 

2. Clear enough space to lay out full luminaire in the correct order as per FIG 2.1.  Ensure surface is clear to avoid scratches.   

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

3. The electrical power connectors are built-in at joins between pieces.  Power connectors match female to male as shown in FIG 2.1.   
These will be aligned and connected at the same time as the mechanical joiners. 

MECHANICAL JOINERS

4. Each join will have two sets of mechanical joiners (internal & top) which come pre-mounted in the mid (if present) and end modules.  

5. Internal joiners require screw access from below.  While connecting, luminaire modules should be aligned & firmly held together while the 
joiner screws on either side are tightened. 

6. Top joiners require screw access from above. Luminaire pieces should be aligned & firmly pressed together while tightening the screws.

7. Steps 5 & 6 will need to be repeated for all joins. 

DIFFUSER (Only fit once installation is completed)

8. Replace or insert diffuser.  Measure luminaire, then trim diffuser to exact luminaire length minus 10mm.  

9. Luminaire end caps have a ledge with 5mm space underneath for the diffuser to prevent light bleed. Slot one end of diffuser under end cap 
ledge, then run along luminaire pressing diffuser in on both sides to achieve a flat surface. If pushed in too much, lift out section and press in 
again gently.  When approx 200mm from the end of luminaire, gentle bend the diffuser over to allow the insertion of the end under the end 
cap ledge, then carefully press remaining diffuser in to create a flat surface.    

(+) LEFT SIDE(+) LEFT SIDE(+) LEFT SIDE (-) RIGHT SIDE(-) RIGHT SIDE(-) RIGHT SIDE

*MID MODULE WILL ONLY BE PRESENT FOR FINAL LENGTHS OVER 5065MM

2 × TOP JOINER 2 × TOP JOINER
2 × INTERNAL JOINER 2 × INTERNAL JOINER

FEMALE POWER CONNECTOR 
ON (-) RIGHT SIDE 

FEED MODULE MID MODULE* END MODULE

MALE POWER CONNECTOR 
ON (+) LEFT SIDE 

POWER FEED

FIG 2.1

MODULAR SYSTEMSINGLE PIECE

≤2540mm

FEED ENDMID

2525mm1270–2530mm

Mid module used for lengths ≥5065mm
Long lengths may have several mid modules.

Feed & End modules used for lengths ≥2680mm

1270–2530mm
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(MIN. 2 PEOPLE REQUIRED)

SUPPORT LUMINAIRE 
DURING INSTALLATION


